"SARNIA NEWS" CIRCULAR
(Ref: 262/15/RT)
To: ALL SHIPOWNER CLIENTS

th

12 March, 2015

Re: STOWAWAYS and IRREGULAR IMMIGRANTS
Although you may not be insured for P & I risks with RaetsMarine, we are nevertheless forwarding a copy of a
circular to you issued in February, 2015 which deals with stowaways, which we believe is very helpful as this
covers:
- Overview of the Stowaway Scenario
- Loss Prevention advice and guidance
- Stowaway handling guidance & questionnaire
Naturally the information/advice contained in the circular is not designed to replace your existing Safety
Management system, but is intended to supplement and up-date you on the latest developments and
precautions which can be taken to deter potential stowaways, which we would suggest is forwarded to the
Master(s) of your vessel(s) for his/their guidance.

With kind regards,
Loss Prevention Team
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Unauthorised persons secretly boarding a vessel to hide as stowaways has existed for centuries, however, recent geopolitical events involving
civil unrest in the Middle East/North Africa and situations like the Ebola outbreak in West Africa mean that the possibility of stowaways has
increased in frequency and sometimes complexity. In this context it can be viewed as part of wider irregular migration issues ranging from
opportunistic stowaways, to more serious organised smuggling/trafficking; extending through to rescue at sea; all of which can be faced first
hand by a ships’ crew and financially by their ship-owner.
The notion of stowaways is best defined by the groups (a) irregular economic migration and/or (b) seeking asylum/refuge from persecution
or conflict in the persons’ country of origin. At the same time, the last decade has seen a rise in the number of (c ) ‘professional stowaways’,
who are also economic migrants but who treat the situation itself as a way to generate income to live.
In addition to those secretly stowing away on-board a vessel during a port call or whilst at anchor, there is the possibility that the vessel is called
upon to render assistance to persons in distress at sea*, in such circumstances, UNCLOS Article 98: Duty to render assistance becomes
applicable and will relate to person(s) rescued at sea, whatever their reasons for distress.
Moving back to traditional definition of stowaways, they can potentially board in any
port at any time, vessels that trade to countries and ports which are well known for
regular stowaway activity know this. Masters on these vessels have experience in
taking appropriate actions to avoid stowaways getting on board, and organising
thorough stowaway searches prior to departure. This experience will refer first to
the vessel management system, and thereafter to their own individual ship specific
guide lines that have been developed over time in combination with STCW and
ISPS requirements. Our analysis reveals most incidents stem from weak spots in
preparation linked to reduced crew awareness, missing or lacking equipment, the
type of cargo operations undertaken, vessel design elements and terminal security
circumstances and finally, the thoroughness of searches.
The simplest scenario is that the stowaways (it is more often more than one) are prevented from boarding in the first place, or found whilst still
in port prior to departure through a comprehensive and thorough approach to vessel security and pre-departure searches.
In the event that stowaways are found, the ability to assess the individual’s underlying motivations early in the process typically leads to a
simpler resolution. The obvious exception to this is (c) the professional stowaway who may behave unpredictably at critical points within the
process to ‘frustrate’ repatriation efforts in order to boost their ‘go home’ payoff, though just understanding their motive is helpful in managing
the expectations of all parties, and applying the best mitigation strategy.
This circular is not designed to replace your existing Company supplied procedures in respect of the International Ship
Management Code’s safety management system, or ISPS guidance supplied by your Company Security Officer, but as
supplemental advice on the subject.

*In the event of rescue at sea involving apparent migrants who typically fit in group A and B above, the same rules apply: any persons rescued at sea and picked up
in international waters must be reported appropriately. Specific guidance information can be found on the IMO website ‘Information resources on Stowaways/Illegal
Migrants/Treatment of persons rescued at sea (last update 24 May 2013).
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The stowaway process will be covered in the following sections
A:

Overview of the Stowaway Scenario (Background understanding for prevention and detection).

B:

Loss Prevention advice and guidance (Covering security and searches).

C:

Stowaway handling guidance & questionnaire (Actions on-board, Investigation and identification to assist repatriation).

A: Overview of the Stowaway Scenario
The ISPS code defines the security standards on board vessels and at port terminals, when followed correctly these measures should prevent
all but the most determined stowaways from accessing the vessel. However the security level and standard of vigour to which it is applied will
vary between ports, meaning ship’s crew should never rely on the port security alone to prevent access to their ship.
Hotspots overview: While the nationality of stowaways is mostly dictated by civil unrest and economic instability or poverty, there is
also a rise in incidents involving organised trafficking. This means that other formats like container have increased and bulk or project cargoes
also not immune, particularly on short haul voyages from feeder terminals that may have less secure perimeters and cargo standing around.
The least boarded vessel type for stowaways is passenger vessels.
Freight terminals in developing countries remain the most common origin as these are most at exposed to
opportune acts, often due to the higher volumes of unregulated manual labour employed within the breakbulk terminal or the relative ease and ability to hide in lorry freight trailers or project cargoes. This masks
stowaway access, especially if employee checks are poorly administered or do not exist (e.g. with cash-inhand day-workers).
Whilst the African ports are the most popular boarding locations, it should be remembered that the
stowaway nationality may have little direct connection to the country of boarding location. This is evidenced
by the rising number of stowaways found in European countries like France and Italy, who have already
traversed numerous other countries before being picked up by immigration authorities as they attempt to
reach their preferred onward destination country by land or sea.

The most common countries of departure presently are:
Africa
(most major international ports)

Algeria, Benin, Cameroon, Congo (DC/DRC), Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast), Eritrea, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia,
Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somali, South Africa, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo.
The following sea ports feature frequently: Abidjan, Cape Town, Casablanca, Conakry, Dakar, Dar-es-Salaam, Durban, Douala,
Djibouti, Freetown, Lagos, Mombasa, Pointe Noire, Takoradi and Tema.

Caribbean

Dominican Republic, Haiti

Europe

France

Middle East / Asia

Afghanistan, India, Iraq, Pakistan, Syria, Yemen.

Central and South America

Colombia, Peru, Chile, Ecuador

In addition to the UN Law of the Sea mentioned within the introduction, there are a number of international laws and conventions, such as:
1951 UN Convention on the Status of Refugees (1951 Refugee Convention); and 1965 Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime
Traffic (FAL Convention) that govern the handling of displaced persons and illegal migration which will be addressed by specialists called in
to respond to an incident.
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B: Loss Prevention advice and guidance
Common boarding tactics typically vary between opportunistic and organised trafficking and may indicate more than just how the stowaway(s)
got on, so notes or photographs taken during discovery and interview are important. The most common boarding methods are summarised
below:
Vessel types which have cargo side doors onto quay or ramps that cannot be fully monitored by crew during busy operations, especially
if limited crew / minimal shore side security.
Tip: Risk increases with poorly lit areas near vessel for potential stowaway to hide awaiting an opportunity, aim to minimise such
		circumstances.
Disguised as a stevedore. Legitimate dockworkers in some port terminals are easier to distinguish than others.
		
Tip: Check with agents if day-workers are being used, count stevedores on/off, and if someone seems odd or out of place, it should be
		reported.
Hiding inside cargo, or void spaces within stowage especially break-bulk, containers and trailers, more so if soft sided or tarpaulins
fitted. If found inside containers or behind false bulkheads this often indicates third party assistance where they may have been resealed/
closed by accomplice/traffickers, even with repaired seals.
Tip:	Always watch for mismatched or tampered seals or irregularities in lashing.
Ladders and ropes found hanging over the ship’s side, such as pilot ladders, Jacob’s ladders and manropes, or climbing mooring ropes
from the quay, fitting of rat-guards is advised to anchor chains for same reasons.
Tip:	Any such items surplus to operations should be hauled up and secured when not required or able to be
		
monitored by watch-keepers.
Boarding from the water, perhaps assisted using a small boat or swimming and then climbing aboard using ropes, hooks, or anchor chain,
or even climbing in the rudder trunk.
Tip:

Typically from seaward side whilst watch keepers are distracted by shore side cargo operations.

Common hiding places: Once aboard the ingenuity of the stowaway should not
be underestimated, it is apparent from interviews that many know once the vessel is
underway and outside territorial waters of the boarding country, they may be safer
to re-position themselves to a more hospitable and less dangerous hiding place.
Note that the level of risk a stowaway has undertaken in respect of hiding place
can provide an indication of their desperation to avoid detection (and/or level of
intelligence), and you may consider this within the context of risk assessment and
when documenting their interview story. Notes and prompt photographs of the location
and physical condition of the stowaway are advised as this can assist in evidencing
the process of their onward repatriation / asylum, or prevent allegations of physical
abuse.
We have deliberately not included a specific list of places to check as vessels differ by design and instead suggest previously used places to
give a flavour for what to consider when conducting a search. Experience has shown that sometimes a stowaway search coordinated with
smaller trained search dogs (e.g. terrier breeds like Jack Russell’s) can be highly effective at quickly detecting persons, and especially in areas
of limited access, being able to detect humans up to 500m away by smell alone.
Void spaces and design factors, if vessel is empty of cargo and has an older style open rudder trunk/
stern tube, a means to prevent unauthorised access should be considered.
Tip:
		
		

Retro fitting of steel grid or bars deters most stowaways, who attempt by climbing on top of the
rudder to enter this void space above (however they should still be checked during searches if
vessel’s ballast condition during the port call warrants it).
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Popular locations include:
Deck

Deck crane, Voids between holds, Cargo hold ventilators, Vent shafts, Chain lockers, Aft rope store, Paint locker, Car deck
ventilator, Lifeboat

Machinery

Engine room, Funnel, Rudder trunk void, Steering flat, Duct keel.

Cargo

Inside containers, especially empty or soft top, or between deck stow, e.g. logs. Lorry trailers, inside, underneath. Bagged
cargoes behind sweat boards, within grain cargo using breathing straws.

When conducting a stowaway search, safety measures and procedures set out in your Safety Management System (SMS)
must applied and followed, especially situations that will involve enclosed spaces, machinery spaces, or height/overhang,
or between cargo, always apply the least risk option for crew or search teams / dogs involved.
Impact of stowaways: The responsibility and liabilities in handling stowaway claims can vary greatly and who is held liable may depend
upon specific provisions within the relevant Charter party. Clients may wish to incorporate the Bimco Stowaway clause into their time charter to
clarify allocation of responsibility between parties for costs incurred as a result of stowaways having been found on board. Increasing complexity
of border control rules for persons without documentation and the rise in professional (repeat) stowaways has also seen increasing costs as per
our data and experience, claims vary US$ 2,500 to 40,000 for Charterers and US$ 16,000-100,000 for Ship Owners.
Such increases may be attributed to the need for background investigations, documentation and specialised escorts, as well as limits on numbers carried by airline at one time.
So loss limitation begins with how they boarded and when they are found (and if vessel
is still in territorial waters of the country where boarded) and thereafter the speed at
which they can be repatriated.
Ship-owners: Well before the establishment of formal ISM, companies usually
applied best practice rules and guidelines for their own ships and familiarised their
Masters and crew with procedures to follow and steps to take to avoid/limit access
possibilities to stowaways. This means that crew is expected to have awareness
and procedures to prevent unauthorised access to the vessel, failure to evidence
compliance with such measures will generally result in liability for stowaways found on
board, unless evidence to contrary is available.
Bareboat charterers: If a client provides specific requirements and instructions for a chartered ship to follow (for example as an integral
part of their onward logistics chain) they must also ensure that the owners’ crew is made aware of them and enabled to actually carry out those
instructions and/or recommendations. That means not only ensure that crew manpower is sufficient and briefed / familiarised, and has access
to equipment like spare padlocks, seals, ‘no go / restricted area’ tape, floodlights and VHF’s are available as well as searching tools such as
torches and angle mirrors and such. If the crew level is deemed insufficient for complying with watch keeping/rest hours, and maintaining such
arrangements, additional resources (crew or shore-side) should be assessed, additional needs quantified and planned for in agreement with
counter-parties in the relevant contract.
Charterers: In the event that the stowaways gain access to the vessel whilst hidden within the cargo being loaded for Charterers (not
by negligent shipboard watch keeping controls), a charter party containing the BIMCO stowaway clause may make the charterers liable to
indemnify the owners for all these costs. Therefore Charterers are advised to carefully review terminal facilities and security arrangements to
ensure they do not expose themselves to avoidable claims.
Searches Summary: There are at least four ways in which a vessel should be briefed and warned about stowaway risks in a port of call
and which measures apply and are recommended. In summary, if the vessel appears well prepared though watch-keeping activity and visible
the deterrents, most potential stowaways will look for an easier opportunity on another vessel.
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Prevention: Ports with heightened risk of stowaways:
1.

Perform advance planning risk assessment and brief crew.

2.

Review vessel’s ISPS plan; specific focus on restricting unauthorised access, incorporate any design features that make access easy or
provide potential stowaway/smuggling locations.

3.

Conduct visible coordinated security searches of the vessel.

4.

Stevedores need to be carefully counted on and off.

5.

Check arrangements for extra ‘local’ security personnel (e.g. as shore watch at foot of gangway, and/or used to assist crew in
searches).

6.

Plan and make time for careful pre-departure check.

7.

Consider a second search prior to leaving territorial waters.

C: Stowaway handling guidance & questionnaire
As mentioned in the introduction there are various motives for stowaways- asylum seekers seeking refugee status and economic migrants.
The FAL Convention and International Transport Workers Federation (ITF) provide definitions if required.
Guidance: Stowaways have been discovered onboard the vessel, whilst still in port limits:
1.

Document how and where found, photograph and video advised if circumstances permit.

2.

Inform local agents and owner straight away, then advise the vessel’s P&I insurer

3.

Check each stowaway for any identification documents, and drugs or weapons they may have brought onboard.

4.

Place the stowaways in a safe, secure area, with restricted access control.

5.

Provide stowaways with food and water and sanitary facilities.

6.

If stowaway shows signs of being ill or injured, advise insurer’s correspondents immediately.

7.

Consider that sick or ill persons may need to be isolated individually.

8.

Consider the impact of stowaways on the crew and facilities on board.

9.

Complete an initial questionnaire for each stowaway found, and reference together if family groups
(e.g. your FAL Convention Folder, ref. 4.6.2 should have Appendix 3 as seen below).
FAL Convention, as amended

- 55 -

APPENDIX 3
Form of Stowaway Details referred to in Recommended Practice 4.6.2
SHIP DETAILS

Name of ship:
IMO number:
Flag:

ID-document type, e.g. Passport No.,
ID Card No. or Seaman’s book No.:
If yes,
When issued:

Company:
Company address:

Where issued:

FAL Convention, as amended

- 56 -

Date of birth:

First language:

Place of birth:

Spoken:

Claimed nationality:

Read:

Home address:

Written:
Other languages:

Country of domicile:

Agent in next port:

Issued by:

Agent address:

Photograph of the stowaway:

IRCS:

Spoken:
Read:

Date of expiry:

Written:
Other details:
1) Method of boarding, including other persons involved (e.g. crew, port workers, etc.), and
whether the Stowaway was secreted in cargo/container or hidden in the ship:

INMARSAT number:
Port of registry:

2) Inventory of the Stowaway’s possessions:

Name of the Master:
STOWAWAY DETAILS
Date/time found on board:

General physical description of the stowaway:

Place of boarding:

3) Statement made by the Stowaway:

Country of boarding:
Date/time of boarding:
Intended final destination:
Stated reasons for boarding the ship∗:

4) Statement made by the Master (including any observations on the credibility of the
information provided by the Stowaway).

Surname:
Given name:
Name by which known:
Gender:

Date(s) of Interview(s):
Stowaway’s signature:

Master’s signature:

Date:

Date:

∗
If the Stowaway declares himself to be a refugee or an asylum seeker, this information shall be treated as confidential to the extent
necessary to the security of the stowaway.
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Summary
Even when in a higher risk port, while it is unlikely that stowaways will attempt to board a vessel that is at anchorage prior to berthing in port,
there may be instances where the vessel is shifted between loading part cargoes, or moves to and remains at anchorage prior to sailing to its
next port of call. Therefore watches should be maintained where the risk of stowaways boarding is present.
Ship’s crew should periodically practice risk assessment of stowaways and other related scenarios, ideally soon after boarding replacement
crew if port calls to high risk locations anticipated. In the event that a stowaway is discovered, another further full search should be carried out
there is a high probability of finding more.
The ability to present written evidence in ships log, regarding searches and special measures undertaken, including the use of external parties
like security guards, search companies and/or additional materials, is recommended as this may help the master to mitigate potential liabilities
following a successful stowaway attempt. Gather as much information as possible via questionnaire answers, photographs or video and make
use of guidance on the subject available within company procedures, and/or as outlined by some of the links mentioned below.
For non-urgent guidance we suggest that you contact the RaetsMarine Support Desk on supportdesk@raetsmarine.com,
with details of your specific scenario for a more appropriate individual response.
If you are concerned about your legal exposure or have an incident and require immediate assistance, make contact via our
24/7 Emergency Contact details.
Further information and external links
Should you require more details, you may also wish to refer to some of the following information links:
UN HCR
Webpage
IMO

IMO

1951 Refugee Convention

Webpage
Download PDF

FAL Convention 1965
Explanatory manual on Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic, 1965, (as amended 2010)

Webpage
Download PDF

Main Stowaways page and IMO reporting questionnaire link
Resolution FAL.11(37). - Revised guidelines on the prevention of access by stowaways and the Allocation of responsibilities
to seek the successful resolution of Stowaway cases (2011)

Download PDF

Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic) & Resolution MSC.312(88) – Revised Guidelines on the Prevention of Access
by Stowaways and the Allocation of Responsibilities to Seek the Successful Resolution of Stowaway Cases (2011)

Download PDF

Resolution A.871(20) - Guidelines on the allocation of responsibilities to seek the Successful resolution of stowaway cases
(1997)

Webpage
Download PDF

Trafficking of illegal migrants by sea / Persons rescued at sea
FAL.3/Circ.194 on Principles relating to administrative procedures for disembarking persons rescued at sea.

IMO MKC

Maritime Knowledge Centre.
Download PDF

BIMCO

Information resources on stowaways / illegal migrants / treatment of persons rescued at sea. (24th May 2013)
BIMCO Stowaways Clause for Time Charter Parties 2009
(a) If stowaways have gained access to the Vessel by means of secreting away in the goods and/or containers or by any
other means related to the cargo operation, this shall amount to breach of charter. The Charterers shall be liable for the
consequences of such breach and hold the Owners harmless and keep them indemnified against all claims; costs (including
but not limited to ….
(b) Save for those stowaways referred to in sub-clause (a), if stowaways have gained access to the Vessel, all expenses,
including fines or penalties, shall be for the Owners’ account and the Vessel shall be off hire for any time lost. (12.01.10)

Webpage
ITF

https://www.bimco.org/Chartering/Clauses/Stowaways_Clause_for_Time_Charter_Parties_2009.aspx
Seafarers Section

Download PDF

Policy on stowaways (10 Oct 1997)
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